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ABSTRACT

Systems-centered therapy (SCT) is a theory-based practice developed from a theory of living human
systems (Agazarian, 1997, 2012). Viewing these group participants through an SCT lens enables
us to de-pathologize, humanize, legitimize, and universalize the survivor roles that are depicted in
the descriptions of the group members, both attachment and social roles. We also have rewritten an
excerpt of the group transcript as it might unfold if the SCT norm of functional subgrouping (which
develops the inter-person system) was established in the group. Each group member’s survivor roles
are discussed in terms of how SCT methods are used to weaken the restraining forces in the
participants’ roles relevant for the group’s phase of development. Finally, the group transcript is
discussed from an SCT view: The group-system-as-a-whole is seen as predominantly in flight, with
some emerging fight energy that is re-vectored by the group and the leader back to flight.

Systems-centered therapy (SCT) is a theory-based approach derived from
a theory of living human systems that defines a “hierarchy of isomorphic
systems that are energy-organizing, goal-directed and self-correcting”
(Agazarian, 1997, p. 18). Each theoretical construct was operationally
defined and techniques evolved so that every SCT intervention tests the
validity of the theory and the reliability of its practice. As part of ongoing
system-correction, SCT leaders assess the impact of every intervention by
observing whether it is a driving force or restraining force for system
development.

In therapy groups, SCT conceptualizes a hierarchy of three system levels for
intervention: 1) the person-system, with its goal of survival; 2) the member or
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inter-person system, with its goal of development; and 3) the group-system-as-
a-whole, with its goal of setting and revising norms that maintain connection to
the person-system goals as well as to the larger context. At the member level,
members work in functional subgroups whenever differences are not easily
integrated.

FUNCTIONAL SUBGROUPING

SCT introduces its conflict resolution method of functional subgrouping at
the beginning of any group so participants learn to take membership by
contributing to a functional subgrouping pattern. This provides an alter-
native to personalized socialization roles that are typically elicited by the
context of a new or early phase group like this one.

Functional subgrouping enables groups to integrate differencesmore easily
as members learn to join with similarities and in the context of similarity, and
small differences aremore easily explored. Integrating differences is the heart
of development in SCT. Theoretically, SCT hypothesizes that discrimination
and integration of differences is both necessary and sufficient for survival,
development, and transformation in living human systems.

In subgrouping, members learn to make eye contact and to reflect the
heart of the other’s message as they join (similarity) and then separate and
connect with themselves in order to discover their similarity with its small
differences. This builds the subgroup. Boundaries open to small differ-
ences within the subgroup in its resonant context of similarities.

Functional subgrouping also develops group cohesion based on reso-
nance and attunement and provides the “kinds of experiences that enhance
right-brain emotional regulation and neural integration …. [and] potenti-
ates implicit emotional processing toward greater integration and function”
(Gantt & Agazarian, 2013, p. 82; Gantt & Agazarian, 2010). Participants
learn to resonate and attune with themselves (inner-person system) as well
as with others (inter-person system), a vital learning for many patients, like
the ones in this group whose difficulties relate to connecting to themselves
or others. Ultimately, groupmembers learn to change both their own norms
and the norms of their group and life contexts.

SHIFTING FROM PATHOLOGIZING TO DE-PATHOLOGIZING AND
HUMANIZING

From an SCT lens, the descriptions of the people in this group already implicitly
pathologize them in that these descriptors fail to convey much empathic
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understanding. Descriptors without empathy skew towards splitting between
therapist and patient and divert from understanding the personalized survival
roles in the inner-person system that the patients are enacting in their lives and
the group. In SCT, personalized roles are subjective, past adaptations in the
inner-person system oriented toward survival or adaptation. These roles are
easily elicited and fueled by the group system and its dynamics. Pathologizing
personalized roles makes it difficult to empathically understand how the goals
of these roles were once highly useful in the patients’ attachment and socializa-
tion processes and are now being imported out of the past context into the
present.

This kind of empathic understanding is essential in SCT leadership. SCT
de-pathologizes, normalizes, humanizes, and legitimizes all human behavior
as system outputs oriented either to survival or attempts to potentiate devel-
opment. The past adaptive survival role systems originally enabled a system
compromise between the yearning for attachment, attunement, and empathy
and the socializing requirements of one’s caregivers. As human beings with
the inner-person goal of survival, we easily reproduce old survival role solu-
tions (this is often called the repetition compulsion).

In the early phase of groups like this one, survival roles that are repeated from
the past are stimulated by flight-fight group dynamics. The group-as-a-whole-
system dynamics induce the roles of identified patient (flight phase) or scape-
goat (fight phase) to contain, respectively, the group anxiety and hatred. As
groups progress through phases of development, different personalized roles
are elicited and become available for change. In this early phase group, SCT
would emphasizedevelopingpresent solutions andpresent adaptive roles rather
than reenacting past adaptive roles. Transforming personalized roles into pre-
sent adaptive roles, within the contextof bothpersonal andgroupdevelopment,
changes the potential for responding to reality. This focus on present solutions
begins by teaching group participants to subgroup functionally.

HOW THIS GROUP MIGHT LOOK USING FUNCTIONAL SUBGROUPING

In subgrouping, participants first learn to contribute and then say, “anyone
else?” This lets the group know the person is finished and wants to be joined.
The next speaker reflects the heart of the first speaker’s message and then
separates, reconnects to his or her own energy, builds on the prior contribution,
and then ends by saying, “anyone else?”
We have rewritten a small portion of this transcript to show how the commu-

nication pattern might look if this group had established the norm of using
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functional subgrouping, which supports curiosity and exploring instead of
explaining.

Ned: I’m all for that. I felt I was making progress this week because I was
able to get back to working on my novel because I stopped worrying
about the criticism my readers had made of the writing. Anyone else?
[saying “anyone else” lets the group know he is finished and wants to be joined]

Angela: [first looking at Ned so she can nonverbally connect with him and also see
when he feels understood] So you quit worrying this week and your
writing was better. (Ned nods and relaxes) I wish I could let
criticism roll off my back. Anyone else?

Will: [in eye contact with Angela] So you wish you could do it too, let
criticism roll off your back. (Angela nods and smiles) You said it!
(pausing)

SCT Therapist: You did get her energy,Will. Can you build with your own version too?
Will: You said it just like I feel it! (resonant tone of voice, an emotional build)

Anyone else?
Otto: So Will, Angela really said it just like you feel it. (Will nodding)

Criticism is hard for me too.
Ned: Not for me!
SCT Therapist: That’s a different subgroup, Ned. Ask the group if they are ready

for a difference or if there is more work to do in this subgroup first.

Establishing the norm of asking if there is room for a difference
enables groups to decide readiness rather than going along from a
passive or compliant role, and orients members’ attention to the group
context outside oneself (inter-person). Asking may also help lower the
stress and reactivity around differences. One study found that stress
appeared lower in some SCT groups and that SCT training groups
showed less group conflict and avoidance and better member relation-
ships than other kinds of training groups (O’Neill & Constantino, 2008).
Another study showed members reported less distress and better mood
after SCT training (O’Neill, Constantino, & Mogle, 2012).

AN SCT VIEW OF THE GROUP PARTICIPANTS’ DYNAMICS

From an SCT view, these descriptions of the participants are based on outputs
from their inner-person system roles. Differences that are too different to
integrate easily are often perceived as a threat. All humans perceiving threat
easily revert to past adaptive roles where boundaries close, experience is
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highly person-centered, curiosity is absent, and readiness for change is low.
Their social or survival roles were developed in early adaptations both in
attachment and socialization dynamics as discussed below.

Angela

Angela is described as typically “critical.” SCT sees this as related both to an
attachment survival role and a social role that handled painful failures in
socialization and attachment interactions. We would surmise that the goal of
her critical role keeps the “Angela-system” safe from any input that would de-
stabilize an already unstable, survival-threatened system.

From the group system perspective, her role will encourage the group
toward the transition to fight, a driving force for the group in its develop-
mental process. In an SCT approach, it is especially important for Angela and
the group that her aggression is normalized and contextualized as a group
voice for the early steps in exploring the human fight impulses. Others
subgrouping with her when she brings in aggression will lower the chance
of her being scapegoated in the fight phase by the group or the therapist.

SCT groups establish the norm of joining any contribution so that no
member works alone. The usefulness of this norm is that all contributions
are seen as part of human experience. Learning to join others’ experience is
both good for the group and the person being joined, as well as enabling
those joining to learn to go beyond themselves and access experience that
might be outside their personal norms.

Betty

Betty’s role is both avoidant and dependent, which will contribute to the
group’s tendency to flight. For example, if tension becomes too great in
the group, Betty is likely to step in and divert the group from incipient
fight back into flight. When her diversion is a difference, SCT would ask
Betty to find out if the group is ready for the difference.

Diane

Diane’s role introduces the consequences of acting out, outside the group
boundary. SCT would work with this by introducing its distraction exercise
that trains the group to recognize the difference between flight into issues
outside the group and exploration into the look-alikes in the group in the
here-and-now.
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SCT would also introduce its protocol for undoing anxiety in working
with Diane’s role, useful for both her and the group to learn to weaken the
anxiety-provoking tendency to negative predictions about the future or
mind reads of others. Lowering anxiety also creates a reality-testing culture
in the group (important work in the flight phase).

In the flight phase, Diane’s role could easily stimulate the group to “care-
take” her as an “identified patient.” In SCT, identified patient role dynamics are
explored in two different subgroups, those who want the group to care-take
them (identified patients) in one subgroup and those wanting to care-take in
another. Later, as the group transitions into the fight phase, the two types of
care-taking can be explored in twodifferent subgroups: one to “take care”of the
identified patient by getting them to conform to the group’s solution, and the
other to take care of the patient by getting rid of her (implicit scapegoating).

In working with Diane’s role, SCT leaders would introduce what SCT calls
the “fork-in-the-road” of choice between explaining or enacting versus explor-
ing the emotional information which fuels acting out. Naming this fork invites
the group to explore either the emotional information being avoided or the
impulse to explain or enact. Learning this difference enables Diane and the
group to weaken the flight-restraining forces in order to “explore” rather than
“explain” her acting out.

Otto

Otto’s role introduces ambiguity, a social defense also common in flight. (SCT
systematically reduces ambiguity, redundancy, and contradictions that serve as
entropy in communications.) Weakening ambiguity lowers the flight into
social communication patterns and is addressed immediately as the group
learns functional subgrouping, for example, asking Otto to be specific so he
can be understood and really joined. Otto’s role is likely an affiliation-survival
role, in which closing his boundaries to human interactions was a driving force
in preserving his integrity. The depths of his distress from this role will only be
worked in an SCT group after the projections of the authority sub-phases have
been undone at a group level, enabling the group to work in the intimacy
phase related to separation/individuation dynamics. His ambiguity defense
likely relates to underlying alienation that solved early life-threatening dom-
ination or seduction. SCT stresses that premature work in intimacy, before the
hatred underlying the authority phase is sufficiently worked, may lead to
intellectual, but not affective changes.
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Ned

Ned’s social role is potentially useful in the beginning phases of group when
shifting from monologues into dialogues is an important step in learning
functional subgrouping. His role is mainly self-centered. Ned’s inclination
to personalize, triggered by his lack of empathy and attunement, will tend to
induce others to retreat into their own inner-person survival roles. SCT only
addresses narcissism in the intimacy phase, when there are functional sub-
groups available to explore both sides of separation/individuation dynamics:
alienated disenchantment dynamics underlying self-centeredness as well as
the enchantment dynamics underlying merging with others.

Will

Will’s role is closer to the dynamics related to “freeze” than to flight or fight. In
freeze, the psychophysiological symptoms limit access to working energy. SCT
works with low energy states using a centering exercise introduced at the
beginning of every group, where members make energetic contact with their
feet and the earth and are encouraged to connect to the rhythm of their
breathing and to their centered, nonverbal knowing. This enables gathering
personal energy to bring into the group to do membership and subgrouping
work.

Will is unlikely to be able to personally engage until he has sufficient
wordless psychophysiological experiences (SCT calls this apprehensive experi-
ence in contrast to comprehensive) that are relevant in each phase of develop-
ment. It may not be until the final work phase of the group that he gains
enough contact with himself to talk about his inner experience.

The group system’s phase of development elicits these past adaptive roles
from the participants, with roles differentially containing the group-as-a-whole
developmental challenges in each phase. Weakening the restraining forces of
the past adaptive roles teaches the group the skills it needs to master the
developmental challenges of its phase and to develop to its next phase where
other roles serve the same function for the group and its development.

SCT’S PHASES OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

SCT built on Bion (1959) and Bennis and Shepard (1956) in identifying three
phases of system development: 1) authority phase with sub-phases of flight,
transition to fight, role-locks, and the crisis of hatred; 2) intimacy phase with
sub-phases of enchantment and disenchantment; and 3) work phase.
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Recognizing the phase enables SCT leaders to orient their interventions to
weaken the phase-specific restraining forces and the roles that maintain them.

By reducing the restraining force in individual survival roles in the person
system that are relevant for the group system’s phase of development, indivi-
duals increasingly learn to work as members in subgroups. In this process,
members discover their own role postures and responses that serve as role
inductions to other members as well as themselves, and which, if not explored,
lead to role-locks both with themselves and with others. The subgrouping
exploration weakens the past personalized roles that replicate fixations in
early adaptations to the challenges in socialization and affiliation and enables
new experiences to occur.

The goal of systems-centered work is to find the path within the phase
context to survival, development, and transformation by reducing
restraining forces in sequence, the easiest to weaken first. This releases
the driving force towards the goals. Functional subgrouping supports
the necessary curiosity to explore the experiences in each phase of
development, from anxiety, rage, masochism, sadism, alienation,
despair, shame, and whatever else emerges, with personal and inter-
personal compassion.

TRANSCRIPT THROUGH AN SCT LENS

This transcript is quite different than an SCT group where leaders expli-
citly influence the communication pattern and group norms from the very
beginning. Most importantly as noted, SCT introduces functional sub-
grouping wherein members learn to join on similarities first, which creates
a secure climate for exploring small differences as they emerge within the
subgroup and larger differences in a separate subgroup. Once the norm of
functional subgrouping is established, SCT leaders then reduce the
restraining forces in individual roles in the context of the group’s phase
of development so that individuals can work as members in subgroups.

Viewing this transcript through an SCT lens enables identifying the
implicit subgroups in the group that are not yet being explored func-
tionally. Each contribution is heard as a voice of a subgroup.

For example, Angela starts with the voice of the “transition to fight” sub-
phase, with an implied rebellion in a dependent flight phase group (“we’ll
begin if we want to begin”). Diane immediately reinforces the group flight,
avoiding here-and-now work (focusing on a party). Ned builds on Diane (build-
ing is a step toward subgrouping) and reinforces the flight (women assuming
he will pressure them for sex).
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Angela then brings in a different subgroup, the subgroup for exploring
instead of explaining (“we were supposed to focus on what’s happening in the
room”), an important choice in SCT. Ned adds from a defiant-dependency role
(“you don’t get to decide that”), likely joining to Angela’s earlier counter-
dependent bid. Interestingly, the leader then invites others who are not yet
speaking. An SCT leader might say instead: “There are two subgroups, one
noticing their pull to the outside and the other curious about the here-and-now.
Whichhas themost energy towork first?” (linking the intervention to a concrete
step for the group).

The group continues with conflict between two directions, the flight sub-
group and the “transition into fight” subgroup. Will (“I’m fine listening”) and
Otto (describing a company where he is applying for a job) join the flight
subgroup. Angela reinforces fight (“I don’t care about that”). Diane joins the
fight subgroup (“what are you talking about,Angela?”) andalso anchors flight to
the outside away from the inter-personal and into personalizing in her inner-
person (“I could have been raped”). Personalizing roles are likely to induce the
group: interestingly Diane is bidding for an identified patient role, a prototypic
role in the flight phase. Angela comes back with fight with her entropic, “yes,
but” communication (“but you took the guy home”), and Diane builds on the
fight (“are you blaming me?”). The therapist (perhaps more focused on indivi-
dual work than group work?) deflects the fight and orients the group to
individual work (“hold on everyone… Betty, what’s going on with you?), asking
the avoidantmember to reinitiate the flight as diffusion, reinforcing flight at the
group level.

Ned joins the leader and helps maintain the group’s fixation between flight
and fight. Angela and Will both join and support the voice of dependency,
more related to flight than fight. Diane usefully asks for specificity (“what do
you mean?”), but Will declines and supports the group flight with ambiguity.
Otto builds on the flight subgroup (“criticism is hard for me too”). This
sequence is the longest building pattern in the transcript and represents a
significant step toward functional subgrouping. Ned then comes in with a
difference (“not for me!”), attempting to restore the fight subgroup.

The implicit group goal identifiable from the subgroups and the com-
munication pattern is to stay fixated in a predominantly flight pattern with
some fight energy and without exploring either.

A building communication pattern (“I’m all for that…” “I wish I could…”

“You said it!” “Criticism is hard for me too.”) begins in the “follow the leader”
subgroup. This building pattern is a driving force for establishing subgroup-
ing, yet building by following the leader is also a dependency solution in flight
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(a restraining force for development) and diverts from developing the poten-
tial work energy in the aggression underlying fight.

Near the end, the therapist once again diffuses the fight and invites the
group to elect an identified patient (“recommend … we turn to Diane and
try to help her”), which maintains flight. It is also problematic that the
therapist first asks the group in which direction to go and then in his
behavior influences the group to stay in flight; the therapist intervention is
thus entropic (contradictory) and inhibits development by vectoring
toward flight and reinforcing a dependency solution.

SCT IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

SCT has been used extensively in outpatient groups, training groups,
inpatient groups, with individuals, and with diverse populations. One
pilot study found remission of generalized anxiety in three patients after
ten sessions of SCT therapy (Ladden, Gantt, Rude, & Agazarian, 2007).
SCT does need significant adaptation for very challenged populations so
that the implementation of the theory can be applied in a way that fits
the context of the population. With these modifications, SCT groups
tend to be supportive in developing bridges between people with diverse
abilities, though further research on its effectiveness is needed.

Also, SCT undoes stereotyping right at the beginning of any group. For
example, introductions are not used, as they typically establish a stereo-
typed hierarchy based on outside roles and status and are very different
from functional roles that develop according to the here-and-now context.

Legitimizing multicultural differences is also built into understanding the
development of specific roles at all levels of the system hierarchy: person,
family, group, nation, and the like. SCT is a particularly useful frame for
understanding the challenges of immigrant children with its emphasis on
context and looking at the roles one learns to adapt to the context.

SUMMARY

SCT provides a theoretically based approach to group that has been applied
extensively in therapy groups, training groups, work groups, classrooms, teams,
and organizational consultation. Uniquely, SCT introduces a theoretical map
for understanding past adaptive survivor roles (repetition compulsion) and the
method of functional subgrouping that develops present adaptive roles, so that
the group can learn to weaken the restraining forces specific to each phase of
system development.
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Contemporary Models of Group Therapy:
Where Are We Today?

JOSEPH J. SHAY, PH.D., CGP, LFAGPA

In the contemporary era, many models of group therapy exist, some of
them with us since the founding of the American Group Psychotherapy
Association (AGPA) 75 years ago and others arriving more recently. This
profusion of models can be exciting and confusing for both novice and
experienced group therapist, especially when faced with difficult chal-
lenges in a group session which call for a deep theoretical understanding
to steady us or a ready clinical intervention to move the group process
forward. Ideally, the intervention can be mapped to the theory in a way
that is replicable for the benefit of other therapists as well as the group. We
have asked a number of clinicians and therapists representing different
models to explicate the theoretic underpinnings of their model and to
address a particular clinical vignette to map the theory to the intervention.

Every group therapist has faced the daunting challenge of sitting with a
group, opening the session, and then being faced with the constant pres-
sure of understanding what is occurring and deciding what to say when and
to whom. This is true of both novice and experienced group therapist,
although experience can offer the security, real or imagined, of confidence
that the journey will ultimately follow a particular path to a successful
outcome even if that path seems confusing, haphazard, and beleaguered
by obstacles.

What the field of group therapy offers is a variety of models from which
the clinician can choose. Presumably, each model frames the journey and
provides a description of the path as well as the outcome. But, every
therapist has to decide, which model?

Twenty-five years ago, when the American Group Psychotherapy
Association (AGPA) celebrated its 50th anniversary, Dies (1992), then-
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editor of this journal, introduced a series of articles that featured 10 major
models of group therapy prominent in the group therapy field. His obser-
vations then are no less relevant today:

Conceptually, we have moved from a comparatively narrow range of theore-
tical formulations regarding the principle dimensions of group interactions to
a profusion of treatment models. Although this shift from theoretical monism
to pluralism (Scheidlinger, 1991) certainly reflects significant progress in our
understanding of interventions, it also contributes to considerable confusion
for many practitioners who are struggling to sort through the bewildering
panorama of models in order to improve their own clinical skills. Indeed,
many would argue that the field has become too “polymorphous diverse.”
(1992, pp. 1–2)

We are now celebrating the 75th anniversary and, for better or worse, the
profusion of models has increased. To recognize and honor the current
state of the group therapy field, we have selected a number of current
models of group therapy, each with a significant number of adherents, and
invited respondents who identify with those models to share with us their
theoretical understanding and the clinical responses that derive from that
understanding. To allow the reader to draw some comparisons and con-
trasts among models, we have invited each respondent to respond to the
same clinical example and through that process to take the reader back-
stage into the thinking and clinical experience which are the basis for their
responses.

In total, 18 models will be featured in this issue of IJGP. This will be
followed by a summary of the current state of research in group therapy
and an exploration of some of the current challenges that face group
therapists at this moment in our history. Finally, John Caffaro and I will
offer a summary of what might be learned about the state of group therapy
as a whole as we celebrate the 75th anniversary of our organization.

We begin with a clinical example to which we have asked a number of
senior clinicians to respond. The example is drawn in an exaggerated way
to make it easier for our respondents to comment broadly on the members
and the group. Although there are six group members in the group, clearly
more could have been described. We have limited the group size to make
the task more manageable for our respondents.

The point here is not to learn from therapists exactly what they might
have said in response to precisely this kind of group member, but to be
taken backstage by the clinicians to hear how they are conceptualizing the
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situation and how their interventions might derive from this conceptualiza-
tion. For our clinicians to respond to the questions below in the limited
space allotted to them, they will, of necessity, be reduced to generaliza-
tions, but hopefully ones that can be mapped by the readers onto their own
clinical work. Essentially, the respondents will be trying to illuminate the
DNA of their theoretical model and of their interventions that will trans-
cend the specific response to the specific patient.

Here then are the members of the group who have been brought
together because the referring clinician, often also their individual thera-
pist, thought they would profit from interactions with and reactions from
others. Based on this description and a brief transcript of a group session,
our respondents will describe how they understand the situation and what
they would do with this collection of members.

The group comprises 6 members, all between 30 and 55 years of age,
who have been meeting for three months and therefore have gone through
the general introductions of who they are and what they are struggling
with. Group members are characterized very simply in order to allow a
broader response from our numerous authors:

Angela is typically critical of people in her universe and also of people in the
group, including the therapist.

Betty is rarely attentive to group members when they speak and typically scans
the bookshelves as though bored and when making comments, states, “I don’t
know what I’m supposed to be getting from this group.”

Diane takes the group hostage with her stories of dangerous social interactions and
life-endangering behavior, forcing them to respond to her presentation.

Otto is very talkative. albeit with limited eye contact. and can be counted on to fill
space, but his narratives are full of circumstantial detail without a clear point to
be addressed.

Ned takes the floor whenever there is a lull to bring the conversation back to
something he is reminded of by the prior speaker, but he rarely makes an
empathic connection or seems to care about the distress of others.

Will is characteristically silent though notably attentive but is rarely able or willing
to offer a reaction, observation, or personal association, let alone introduce a
topic of his own.

The therapist is Dr. Pat Newland, a well-trained individual therapist, but
a novice at group therapy. (Respondents have been told they can assign the
gender of the therapist in the context of their comments.)
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Here is a transcript of a segment of the most recent group:

Therapist: Hello. Anyone want to begin today?
Angela: Why can’t you just let us start the way we want to start? We’ll begin if

we want to begin.
Diane: I’m happy to begin. This weekend, I didn’t want to work on my

dissertation so I went to a party and had too much to drink. And
then some random guy thought I was flirting with him and began to
pressure me to leave with him, and I began to leave with him until I
thought, is this really a good idea? I was remembering when I did
this before and wound up in a lot of trouble. Still, I went with the
guy and he took me to my place and then left in the middle of the
night. With my credit cards.

Ned: That kind of thing happens to me a lot. Women come up to me, talk
to me, flirt with me, and then assume I’m going to pressure them
for sex or something. That’s not my fault.

Angela: What are we talking about anyway? I thought we were supposed to
focus on what’s happening in the room.

Ned: You don’t get to decide that, Angela. If I want to talk about my life,
I’ll talk about it any way I want. Right, Dr. Newland?

Therapist: I’m wondering whether we can include Will and Otto in this
discussion.

Will: No, I’m good. I’m fine listening.
Otto: I wanted to understand something we were talking about last week.

When I told the group I was applying for a new job, I don’t think I
made clear what kind of company the new company was. It’s a
technology services company and my job would be to respond to
what we call “tickets” from anybody in the company who is having
computer problems. The reason we call it “tickets” is because…

Angela: I don’t care about that, Otto. Who cares why you call it “tickets”?
Last week, you took up a lot of time and I didn’t find it that
interesting. Pat, we’ve now wasted 5 minutes and we’re not talking
about anything at all.

Diane: What are you talking about, Angela? I was talking about my weekend
and how I could have been raped.

Angela: But you took the guy home, Diane.
Diane: Are you blaming me?
Dr. Newland: Hold on, everyone. Let’s try to find one theme and stick with it or

else it will be hard to focus the session. Betty, what’s going on with
you?

Betty: Nothing. I’m just listening.
Dr. Newland: Anything more?
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Betty: Okay, then. I have been thinking about leaving the group because
I’m not getting anything out of it. I came because I don’t have many
friends and my therapist thought it would be a good idea. But
there’s a lot of arguing in here and I’m not sure what the purpose
is.

Dr. Newland: Well, the purpose is for each of you try to learn about how you come
across to others and what gets in the way of your living more
satisfying lives.

Ned: I’m all for that. I felt I was making progress this week because I was
able to get back to working on my novel because I stopped worrying
about the criticism my readers had made of the writing.

Angela: I wish I could let criticism roll off my back.
Will: You said it!
Diane: What do you mean, Will?
Will: I’ll pass, but thanks.
Otto: Criticism is very hard for me too.
Ned: Not for me. People who criticize are often just jealous so I’m not

going to let it get to me.
Dr. Newland: There are a lot of issues being discussed. Angela’s frustration with

the group; Diane’s risky weekend; Ned’s relationships with women
and with criticism; Otto’s wish for the group to know more about his
job; and Betty’s frustration with the group. So, maybe we can decide
as a group which direction to take.

Angela: That doesn’t strike me as a good idea at all.
Diane: You’re always criticizing Pat.
Angela: You’re always defending Pat.
Betty: See what I mean about how we’re always arguing.
Dr. Newland: I’d like to say a few things. We’ve been meeting for three months

and some of you seem to be feeling comfortable enough to share
your anger and frustration, which I see as a good thing. However, we
need to be able as a group to stick with someone’s issues long
enough for that person to feel heard and understood. I want to
recommend then that we turn to Diane and try to help her work
through the issues from this weekend. And each group member can
reflect on what her story stirs up for you, and then we can take a
look at that. Diane?

The respondents from 18 models were asked to address the following
questions:

1. Does your model work with this population of members? (If it does not, or if
this description is foreign to how you think, please respond to the following
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questions with respect to how you do think, trying to address the same ques-
tions from your perspective.)

2. What are the goals of your model for the group? That is, when you are leading a
group, what do you count as success for each meeting or sequence of meetings
and for a member’s readiness to terminate?

3. What does your model view as the change agent(s)? That is, of the various
change agents present in group therapy, which would your model most
privilege?

4. What are the core elements of your model regarding etiology and treatment?
5. What are some typical interventions of your model? Please address directly what

you might say and why you might say it with a group such as this one.
6. How does your model address multicultural issues?
7. What is the research support for the model?
8. What are the drawbacks of the model with respect to suitability of patients or

other considerations?

In selecting respondents to address this clinical example, space limita-
tions meant we could not represent every model currently in use. A sub-
committee of AGPA clinicians collaborated to make the choices here,
hoping to reflect the diversity of the field. We offer our genuine apologies
to those adherents of models we were unable to feature. Indeed, some of
the models that were featured in 1992 at the 50th anniversary celebration
do not appear (rational-emotive; redecision therapy), and some that do
appear did not even exist in 1992, among them, mindfulness-based group
therapy; dialectical behavior therapy; somatic experiencing therapy; and
mentalization-based group therapy.

Who knows what the 100th anniversary will hold?
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